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The cohomology of classical Artin's braid group B

with trivial coe$cients has been determined
in the 1970s with contributions from several people (see [1,3,9,11,13]).
Several computations for special local coe$cients can be found in [3] (see also [14] for further
references).
In this paper we are going to consider cohomology with coe$cients in a very natural module
over B

, which always gives non-trivial top-cohomology, and such that all cohomology has a very
neat description.
Let R

be the B

-module given by the action over the ring
R :"[q, q]
of rational Laurent polynomials in the variable q, which is de"ned by mapping each standard
generator 

to the operator of multiplication by!q (the shift of the index is because we prefer to
speak of the cohomology of B

as that of the Dynkin diagram A

).
Remark. This representation is the determinant of the classical Burau representation [2].
Denoted by 

(q) the cyclotomic polynomial having as roots the primitive d-roots of 1 and let
d :"[q, q]/

(q)"[q]/

(q)
be the cyclotomic "eld of d-roots of 1, thought as R-module.
Then we obtain:
Theorem. If hi"m#1 or hi"m then
H(B

,R

)"h.
All other cohomology is 0.
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So in the two cases where we have
(a) h :"m#1
i
, resp. (b) h :"m
i
,
is an integer then
(a) H(B

,R

)"h; (b) H(B

,R

)"h. (0.1)
There is a simple way to display this information: consider the in"nite strings
s

:"2 0 3 0 4 02h 0 (h#1) 02
and construct an in"nite matrix built up by placing successively as diagonals
s

, s

, s

, s

, s

, s

,2, s , s , s s
as
21
20 20
19 19 0
18 18 10 10
17 17 0 0 7
16 16 9 9 0 0
15 15 0 0 0 0 0
14 14 8 8 6 6 5 5
13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 12 7 7 0 0 0 0 4 4
11 11 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0
10 10 6 6 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0
9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
8 8 5 5 4 4 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
6 6 4 4 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
We can quickly read o! the information on the cohomology from this array, as h in the i, j position
(starting from 1,1) means that H(B

,R

)"h.
Notice again that in the ith-column of the table appear all divisors of i and i#1: therefore there
is an interesting connection between this cohomology of B

and the regular numbers (see [12]) of
the symmetric group 

.
Notice also that, moving horizontally to the right, cohomology stabilizes to zero (clearly this
agrees with stability results in [6]).
We want to stress that our result has been really `discovereda by performing a large set of
explicit computer computations, which allowed to construct part of the above table. Using
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previous constructions ([5,7,10]), we developed some computer programs which algorithmically
compute cohomology of any Artin group and Coxeter group.
We "nish this introduction by recalling that, in the case t"m, our result has been obtained in
a more general form in [8].
The methods developed in this paper work for general Artin groups, the explicit computations
will appear in a forthcoming paper [4].
1. Strings
Let us denote as usual by
[n] :"q!1
q!1 , [n]! :"



[i], [
	
] :" [n]!
[k]![n!k]!
the q-analogue of the numbers n, n!, (
	
).
Then
[n]" 
 


(q)
and
R/([n])"
 
d.
We start establishing some notations slightly di!erent from the usual.
We will denote a subdiagram of A

by its characteristic function which we display as a sequence
of 0,1 in short a string of length m.
This allows us to multiply strings by juxtaposition which is useful for some cochain computa-
tions, we let the degree A of a string A to be the number of 1's in A.
For a string s we de"ne s!"

[k

#1]! where the numbers k

are the lengths of the maximal
substrings of s which are formed entirely by 1's.
Next let us recall, with a di!erent notation, the basic complexCH

of Salvetti [10] (see also [5] for
variations and generalizations).
C	

has as basis the strings B of length m and degree k"B.
The coboundary d :CH

PCH

can be de"ned on the strings by the following rules:
d((A0)(0B))"d(A0)0B#(!1)
A0d(0B). (1.1)
d(A101B) :"d(A1)01B#(!1)
A10d(1B)#(!1)
A111B!
A101B!
A111B. (1.2)
d1	"0, d01	"[k#2]1	,
d1	0"(!1)	[k#2]1	, d01	0"[k#2](1	0#(!1)	01	). (1.3)
The main fact we shall need from [10] is that, for all t*0,
HC

"H(B

,R

).
Using this we shall from now on compute the cohomology of the complex C

.
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Remark. It is interesting to observe that this complex is in fact de"ned also over [q] and that,
setting q"0, one obtains the oriented and augmented simplicial complex of the (n!1)-dimen-
sional simplex.
We want now to de"ne some basic cocycles. Take h*2 and set:
w

:"010, dw

"[h]z

, z

:"10#(!1)01,
b

:"01, db

"[h]c

, c

:"1. (1.4)
We can now use the rule (1.1) and compute
d(w

)"[h]

(!1)w

z

w

,
d(w

b

)"[h]



(!1)w

z

w

b

#(!1)w

c
,
Let us then de"ne, for all i'0 and h*2, the cochains
z

(i) :"

(!1)w

z

w

3C

,
v

(i) :"

(!1)w

z

w

b

#(!1)w

c

3C

.
Remark that
v

(i)"z

(i!1)b

#(!1)w

c

, z

(i)"z

(i!1)w

#(!1)w

z

.
By the property of the cochain complex we have that
Lemma 1.1. z

(i), v

(i) are cocycles.
By the explicit formulas we have that these cocycles multiplied by [h] are coboundaries but in
fact we shall see that also multiplied by 

(q) they are coboundaries.
Next, consider some elementary properties.
For the cocycle z

(i)3C

, if we set m"ih, then
z

(i)3C

, h"m
i
. (1.5)
For the cocycle v

(i)3C

, if we set m"ih!1, then
v

(i)3C

, h"m#1
i
. (1.6)
Therefore, given m:
(A) the cocycles z

(i) exist for those i for which h :"m/i is an integer.
(B) the cocycles v

(i) exist for those i for which h :"(m#1)/i is an integer.
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In order to do induction we shall consider the following subcomplexes and maps.
Take the map


:" :C

PC

, (A0) :"A; (A1) :"0.
 is the homomorphism of complexes induced by the natural inclusion of B

into B

and has
kernel the subcomplex F

having as basis all strings A1 ending with 1.
Our "rst remark is the following:
Lemma 1.2. If m"hi then, under the map  :C

PC

, we have the formula
(w

)"w

b

, (z

(i))"v

(i). (1.7)
We can iterate this construction and consider the map


[1] :" :F

PC

[1], (A01) :"A; (A11) :"0.
Notice that a cochain of degree k in F

maps to one of degree k!1, for this we prefer to shift the
complex C

by 1.
Again, the kernel of 

[1] is the subcomplex F

spanned by the strings A11.
We continue in this way getting maps


[k] :" :F	

PC
	
[k], (A01	) :"A; (A1	) :"0.
which induce isomorphisms of complexes:
F	

/F	

"C
	
[k], k"0,2,m!2
up to F

which has as basis b

"01,1"c

"v

(1) with di!erential db

"
[m#1]c

.
The starting point of the computation is of course the computation of the cohomology of
F

which is clearly 0 except for
HF

"R[v

(1)]R/([m#1])"

h, h'1. (1.8)
We need to do induction and thus it is necessary to describe also the cohomology of the
complexes F	

. In fact, our computations were inspired by the analysis of the spectral sequence of
this "ltration, which however we have decided not to use.
Remark. Notice that all the constructions and results of this section hold over [q, q].
2. Euler PoincareH series
In order to motivate our next computations let us immediately deduce the computation of the
Euler PoincareH characteristic.
When we deal with a complexK of[q] modules with cohomology "nite dimensional over, it
is convenient to associate to each cohomology group its class as an element of the Grothendieck
group G

of "nite-dimensional torsion modules over [q].
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By convention, a polynomial f (q) is identi"ed to the class in the Grothendieck group of the
module [q]/( f (q)).
If f (q) is not irreducible it corresponds to the sum of its irreducible factors and G

has, as basis,
the irreducible polynomials.
Since the cyclotomic polynomial is irreducible, this justi"es the notation
d :"[q]/

(q)3G

.
Let us set for a complex K with torsion cohomology
(K) :"(!1)[HK]
Proposition 2.1. C

has torsion cohomology and


:"(C

)"(!1)([m#1]![m]), 	

(!1)

"[k]
Proof. By (1.8) and induction all factor complexes F	

/F	

have torsion cohomology from which
the "rst statement follows.
Remark that [1]"0 in the Grothendieck group and 

"![2]. Now assume by induction
that for each k(m, 
	
:"(!1)	([k#1]![k]). We have the recursive formulas:


:"(F

)#
	
(F	

/F	

)"(!1)[m#1]#
	
(!1)	(C
	
)
"(!1)[m#1]#
	
(!1)	
	
"(!1)[m#1]!



(!1)

proving our claims. 
Remark that the previous argument brings also to
(F	

)"(!1)([m#1]![m!k]).
3. Preparation for the main theorem
We want to compute now the cohomology of the various F	

assuming by induction the main
Theorem, for all n(m, in the following form:
Main Theorem.
HC

"
0 if h :"

is not an integer.
h generated by [z

(i)] if h :"

is an integer.
(3.1)
HC

"
0 if h :"

is not an integer.
h generated by [v

(i)] if h :"

is an integer.
(3.2)
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We adopt thus the following strategy: consider the exact sequence of complexes
0PF	

PF	

PC
	
[k]P0
and look at a typical piece of the corresponding long exact sequence:
PHC
	
[k] PHF	

PHF	

PHC
	
[k]PHF	

P.
Our inductive hypothesis gives us a precise description of the terms
HC
	
[k]"H	C
	
, HC
	
[k]"H	C
	
which by induction are either 0 or irreducibles of type h generated by the appropriate cohomol-
ogy classes. Therefore, we can analyze the change in the module structure fromHF	

toHF	

, as
soon as we determine the maps 	 and . This will be done in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
It will turn out that the irreducible factors in the modules HF	

appear with multiplicity 1.
Let us make the following remark. If we have an exact sequence of modules
0PAPBPCPDP0
and, A,D are irreducible, B"AE is semisimple and D does not appear as summand of B then
C is semisimple and isomorphic to ED.
Since, if t is "xed, the non-zero modules in the list HC
	
[k] are all irreducible and
non-isomorphic, it follows by an easy induction that each HF	

is semisimple and that, if the map
	 is non-zero, we delete from HF	

an irreducible summand isomorphic to HC
	
[k],
while, if O0, we add to HF	

an irreducible summand isomorphic toHC
	
[k] in order to
obtain HF	

.
We start, assuming the Main Theorem for n(m, to show that the cohomology classes of
z

(i), v

(i) are non-zero.
By induction, and Formula 1.7 we deduce that the elements z

(i) give non-zero cohomology
classes.
We come now to the v

(i).
The element v

(1) generates the module HF

"R/([m#1])"

h, we claim that
the summand m#1 survives in any HF	

. Look at the exact sequence
HC
	
[k]PHF	

PHF	

P0,
where j is surjective by degree considerations.
By inductionHC
	
[k]"m!kwhich is an irreducible di!erent from m#1 and this
su$ces.
Look now at some other v

(i) with hi"m#1 and i'1, which gives a cohomology class in
degree m!2s, s"i!1.
The element v

(s#1)3F

and generates a non-zero cohomology class in F

since, under the
projection map  :F

PC

(v

(i))"(z

(i!1)b

$w

c

)"z

(i!1)
by induction z

(i!1) generates a non-zero cohomology class in C

.
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We need to show that, under the maps induced by inclusions F

LF, ∀r)h!2 this
cohomology class remains non-zero.
Look at a typical step
HC
	
[k]PHF	

PHF	

.
Again by inductionHC
	
[k] is either 0 or an irreducible module di!erent from h, so
this module cannot cancel an element which contains 

(q) torsion.
We shall "nish the proof of the Main Theorem as a consequence of the computation of the
connecting homomorphisms, that we separate in two cases:
Case A: HC
	
[k] PHF	

.
Case B: HC
	
[k] PHF	

.
We shall make use of the following obvious identity:
[a]
a#b
a "[b#1]
a#b
a!1
Case A: We may assume that HC
	
[k]O0 then, by induction,
HC
	
[k]"H	C
	
"H	C
	
"h
if and only if
sh"m!(k#1), h is an integer
The module h is irreducible and generated by the class of z

(s).
Lemma 3.1. If h :"(m!(k#1))/s is an integer then, h"HC
	
[k] generated by the class
of z

(s) and:
(a) If hk#2 the map 	 is equal to 0.
(b) If hk#2, the map 	 is diwerent from 0.
Proof. In order to compute the transform of z

(s) under the connecting homomorphismwe lift z

(s)
to z

(s)01	3F	

and compute d(z

(s)01	)3F	

.
We perform the computation as follows. First compare [h]z

(s)01	"d(w

)01	 with d(w

01	).
By formula (1.1) we have
d(w

01	)"d(w

)01	#(!1)[k#2]w

1	;
hence,
d(z

(s)01	)"(!1)[h][k#2]d(w

1	).
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(a) If hk#2 this implies that d(z

(s)01	) is a coboundary in F	

.
(b) Assume now that hk#2. We have
d(w

1	)"[h]



(!1)w

z

w

1	#(!1)w

101	
# (!1)
h#k#1
h!1 w 01	
"[h]z

(s)1	#(!1)
h#k#1
h!1 ![h]w 01	.
We deduce that
d(z

(s)01	)"(!1)[k#2]z

(s)1	!
h#k#1
h ![k#2]w 01	.
We claim that the class of this element is non-zero in HF	

.
To see this, notice that this class projects to the cohomology class of [k#2]v

(s) in
HC
	
[k] so that it su$ces to show that this class is non-zero. By induction the class
of v

(s) is non-zero and generates a module isomorphic to h. Therefore, the claim follows since
hk#2 and [k#2]O0 in h. 
Case B: We assume that HC
	
[k]O0 then, by induction,
HC
	
[k]"H	C
	
"h
if and only if sh"m!k"(m!k!1)#1, h is an integer.
The module h is irreducible and, by induction, generated by the class of v

(s).
Lemma 3.2. If h :"(m!k)/s is an integer, thenHC
	
[k]"h generated by the class
of v

(s), and:
(a) If h does not divide k#1, the map 	 is equal to 0.
(b) If h divides k#1 the map 	 is diwerent from 0.
Proof. As we have done in Lemma 3.1, in order to compute the image of the cohomology class of
v

(s) under the connecting homomorphism:
HC
	
[k] PHF	

,
we lift v

(s) to v

(s)01	3F	

and compute d(v

(s)01	)3F	

.
We have
d(w

1	)"[h]v

(s)01	#(!1)
h#k
h!1w 01	.
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(a) If h does not divide k#1 then [k#1]O0 in h so that it su$ces to show that the image of
the class of [k#1]v

(s) is killed by the connecting homomorphism 	.
Since
[k#1]v

(s)01	"[h][k#1]d(w

1	)!(!1)
h#k
h w 01	,
[k#1]v

(s) lifts in F	

to the cocycle [h]([k#1]d(w

1	))3F	

and thus 	"0.
(b) If h divides k#1, apply the di!erential to
v

(s)01	"[h]d(w1	)!(!1)
h#k
h!1w 01	
and get, up to a sign
[h]
h#k
h!1d(w 01	)"
h#k
h!1z (s!1)01	$
[h#k#1]
[h]
w

1	.
We set
v
	
(s) :"z

(s!1)01	$[h#k#1]
[h]
w

1	.
Observe that this element lies in F	

and its image in C
	
"C
	
is exactly
z

(s!1).
By induction, z

(s!1) gives a non-zero cohomology class in HC
	
generating a module isomorphic to h. Hence, the cohomology class of v
	
(s) in
HF	

is non-zero and the module it generates has a factor isomorphic to h.
In order to show that the element z

(s!1) inHF	

gives a non-zero cohomology class,
we prove that the contribution of the factor h to HF	

does not disappear when
passing to HF	

.
For this let us remark that whenever we pass from a level r#1 of "ltration to r we have the exact
sequence:
HC

[r] PHF

PHF

PHC

[r],
so an irreducible factor in HF

of type h can disappear in HF

only if
HC

[r]"h and 	O0, in particular only when h :"(m!r)/s. Thus in the inclusion
HF	

PHF	

, the factor h is not cancelled.
In fact, we have shown that, in HF	

the element [z

(s!1)] generates a submodule
with a factor of type h.
To "nish we verify that [	

]O0 in h. In fact,

h#k
h!1"
[h#k][h#k!1]2[k#2]
[h!1]!
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and since h divides k#1 its next multiple is k#1#h and so the claim follows, "nishing the proof
of the lemma. 
4. The Theorem
In order to prove the main theoremwe need, to do induction, to prove a general statement on the
cohomology of all the complexes F	

, precisely we have:
Theorem. (A) s*1, then
HF	

"h
if and only if h :"(m!k)/s is an integer (h'1) and h does not divide m#1.
Otherwise HF	

"0.
(B)
HF	

"h where hi m#1, sh)m!k!1((s#1)h!1.
Before we start the proof of this Theorem let us remark that, when k"0, we obtain exactly the
statement of the Main Theorem as in Section 3.
Proof. We want to prove this Theorem using, besides the main induction, also a decreasing
induction on k, starting from k"m!1 in which case we have
HF

"0, ∀t*1, HF

" 
 
h.
We start remarking that, for every s*0 we have that HC
	
[k] PHF	

is
surjective.
By induction HF	

is not 0 and equal to h if and only if
sh"m!(k#1), h is an integer and hm#1 (or hk#2).
On the other hand, again by induction HC
	
[k]O0 and is h if and only if
sh"m!(k#1), h is an integer,
thus, in particular, if 0OHF	

then alsoHC
	
[k]O0 and they are isomorphic as
modules. Since this module h is irreducible it is enough to show that the connecting homomor-
phism is non-zero. This is the content of Lemma 3.1(b).
(A) From the previous analysis we get an injection
0PHF	

PHC
	
[k].
So HF	

"0 unless the following two conditions are satis"ed:
HC
	
[k]"hO0,
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the connecting homomorphism
HC
	
[k] PHF	

is 0.
The "rst condition is satis"ed if m!k"(m!k!1)#1"sh, h is an integer.
The second, by Lemma 3.2(a), when h does not divide m#1.
(B) We pass to analyze HF	

; we need the sequence:
HC
	
[k] PHF	

PHF	

PHC
	
[k]
From Lemma 3.2 it follows that:
(1) 	O0 when: h :"(m!k)/(s#1) is an integer and hm#1, hence, using the inductive
hypothesis:
HF	

/Im(	)"h, sh(m!k!1((s#1)h!1 (4.1)
(2) O0 when:
g :"m!(k#1)
s
is an integer,
and gm#1.
In this case, notice that g does not appear in the list in (4.1) and therefore, in order to describe
HF	

we just add it to the list getting:
HF	

"h, sh)m!k!1((s#1)h!1,
which is our expected result and completes the proof of the Theorem. 
The reader will notice that many steps of our constructions work also over [q, q], however
the modules appearing in the exact sequences are not irreducible and so our computations break
down in this case.
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